PRODUCTS

Connecting The Plastic Processing Facility

Designed & Created For Consideration Of Humanity
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years stock
Years Experience
20
20
COMPETITORS

Transformations

Cannot find anyone else like Pulian,
says our customers

Customized unique solutions
exclusively for you.

Every product designed to last
a lifetime.
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Who ever you are. What ever you do.
We can help.

Brand New Image

Pulian is constantly growing and proving itself achieving outstanding performances in many different fields
of work. Combining innovative thinking and consolidating the internal team elevates Pulian further to gain
grounds in other new fields of work. The Pulian Logo’s three solid lines signify three major mentalities of
all Pulian Products, the three H’s, “High Quality, High Efficiency, and High end Technology.”These mentalities are what push Pulian products higher internationally, establishing itself globally as reliable and
efficient. Over the years being recognized internationally along with gaining new experiences from ground
breaking achievements gave Pulian many valuable experiences.
The courage to break tradition, to be innovative, to produce higher quality and value is the center stone of
international success.

Why Pulian?
Over 20 years in experience inheritance through cumulative experience coupled with creative and innovative thinking, establishing a dynamic ever evolving designing capability which gives us the ability to
exceed customer’s expectation with every project. Our expertise coupled with excellent communication
and integration skills allows us to customize every machine according to your needs, ensuring and
maximizing production capabilities to give you the edge in the market. Pulian utilizes ERP system to track
and keep record of all our machinery parts which can be traced back over 20 years. We have the capability
to stock a complete set of parts for all machines. Each part has its own serial code that we keep in our
ERP system, you as a customer can rest assured that you will get a life time parts service, this is why you
choose Pulian.
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Organization
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Work Process
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Excellent division of work that you can rest assured,
the most intricate quality checking structuring.
Pulian recruits related technology staffs with professional ability of developing to achieve
competitive strength, meantime, we implement the consideration of humanity from supervisor to
employer. We aggressively develop new models to catch up to industrial trend in the world; we
believe that the offers come from demands of human, so we aggressively develop new products
to get closer to the request from customer.

Attention to all the fine details, insistent in fabricating precision quality.
R & D is the basic fundamental of Pulian，it is with this fundamental that allows us to have the
potential to design and customize machines that is globally accepted with many customizable
aspects and functions, custom fit to operators needs. Using Solid edge 3D modeling, constantly
using innovative technology and skills, Pulian is able to develop many mechanisms that have its
own patents. Pulian is at the forefront in the industry in regards to easy operative machine
interface, consideration to basic human anatomy, precision to all production details and utilized
the most intricate skills.

Quality Assurance

Strict Quality Control, Superb Craftsmanship with Perfect Presentation
Every machine that leaves Pulian is of the best intricate quality, each machine has its own unique
personal identification number that allows us to fast track using our electronic ERP data base
coupled with Pulian’s complete parts stock can provide original factory parts as part of our
complete aftermarket service. In the quality control aspect, whether it is a special designed
machines or basic standard machines, Pulian only produce machines with superior performance
of highest-level which shows Pulian’s perfect presentation of rigorous craftsmanship.
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Dedicated Service
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Resource Regeneration and Recycling
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Eye on the Future

With over 20 years experience, providing personal one on one,
case by case service.
In order to provide the best quality and service before and aftermarket sales, we opted “one on
one service”, “responsibility”, “one on one case”, and being “professional” as our service model.
We can provide according to your needs, using face to face communication and coordination
skills, clearly and carefully provide the most comprehensive plant planning to develop the entire
plant that suits your needs. In regards to sheet metal and fabrication, we opt a “finish in one go”
attitude to achieve perfect finished product. With over 20 years experience, we can provide a
complete comprehensive before and aftermarket service, to solve your problems at one go!

Reuse of scrap resources, through design to re-tap its potential
Pulian realize that we need to do our part in social responsibilities, utilizes environmental protection concepts in our designs for all our products, successfully innovate systems that are energy
saving to re-sculpt scrap unwanted material to new usable material, increasing its value and save
production cost. Most importantly we can accomplish “renew, reuse and recycle”, to maintain
ecological balance to be Green.

Create the value of the brand, linking profound relationship between countries
Pulian is Customer-Orientated, that values the experiences and feed backs received from
customers from over 100 different countries. A new age of services is upon us, from servicing
customer from rubber and plastic manufactures as our main customer, till today, we have expanded to (food industry and recycling industy). Customization and one on one servicing model is our
marketing model to better service our customers to create more effective machines and products.
With our ever expanding global customers and partners, our services and products solidifies our
position as being “professional, and reliable” getting praise from the global market, consequently
solidifies our relationships with these international customers worldwide.

What can we do

Business Items

Pulian International is constantly growing and improving, from a standard machine manufacturer evolving and upgrading, integrating cloud technology to upload data, to remote monitor and analyzing gathered data …In the field of customization machine systems and recycling field we have
evolved into the mentality of“ circulation economy ”rather than“ recycling ”. At this stage with a more dynamic new image, with a strong internal team
as centripetal force, elevates our enterprise higher and higher towards the next new era of ambition.
Automotive Parts Industry

Food, Drinks, Coffee Industry / Pet Supplies Industry

Infant Products, Toys Industry / Sports Equipment, Clothing, Textiles Industry

Shoe Industry / Glasses Accessories Industry / Boxes, Travel Cases, Hand Bag, Gift Boxes Industry

SHREDDER
CRUSHER/GRANULATOR

Books, Printing, Paper Industry

Bio-Chem, Medical, Cosmetic, Health Supplement Industry

WEIGHT/SCALE
DE-POWDER

SCREEN

STORAGE

PULVERIZE

Landscape, Construction, Civil Metal Industry / Jewelry, Mining Industry

Packing Material, Plastic Products Industry / Raw Material, Chemical Products Industry

CLASSIFICATION
PACKAGE
Calculator, Electronics, Lighting Industry

Glass Fiber, Optics, Glass Panel Industry

MIXING
TRANSPORT
METAL
REMOVAL

Furniture, System Cabinet, Wooden Floor Board Industry

Metal, Scrap Metal Recycling Industry / Special Environmental Recycling Industry

MASTER
BATCH

CONVEY

Farming, Fishery, Forestry, Kitchen Waste Recycling Industry

Manufacturing Production Wastes, Domestic Waste Industry
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Granulator & Crusher
Shredder & Pulverizer

Pulian provides various granulator and shredder equipments over 200 models to satisfy customer demand.
Granulators and shredders can be used in multiple ways and be adopted with every producing line, such as
injection molding machine, blow molding machine, extrusion molding machine, recycling line. Also, the granulators
can be used to grind IC, stick, lumber, board, cable, tire, film waste, food waste, EPS, PET bottles, PP/PE film,
PVC/PP/PE pipe, etc. We also offer pulverizer to grind material to 10-40 mesh. Pulian’s granulators & shredders
equipments are the best products that you are looking for that will definitely meet up to your high request.

ATZ

SS-380

AA

A-150CD

A-150Z

Granulators / Shredders / Pulverizer Machine and Equipment

▎Granulators：A、A-SP、JW、S、AR、AW、AH、AHP、A-500C、AM、AS、AT、ATZ、SS-380、
AA、A-150CD、A-150Z、A-1000F、A-750RC、JW-180H、SW、DNS-260

▎Shredders：AG、AGA、AGM、AGF、AGG、AZ、AZA

▎Pulverizer Machine：AQ、YL、CM、G

▎Equipment：GP、GPS、GPM、GPN

A-SP

A-1000F

A-750RC

JW-180H

DNS-260

AG

AGA

SW

AGF

JW

A

AGG

AR

S

AW

AZ

AGM

AQ

AH

CM
G

AHP

A-500C

AM

AS

AT

YL

GPS

GP

GPM

GPN
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Centralized Conveying
& Ancillary Machines

Centralized system is used to collect, dehumidify and deliver the material to any places in the factory and molding
machine automatically. Therefore, centralized system greatly saves the space, reduces energy usage, as well as
reducinglabor cost. The centralized system highly achieves the automatic operation, and high efficiency in plastic
industry. Pulian adopts systematic planning, combining all series of functional vacuum auto loader, controller,
granulator, and blower to create the most reasonable and applicable automatic centralized conveying system.

Conveyors / Storage / Dryer / Blending / Mixing Machine and Equipment

▎Conveyors、StorageBlending：CS、AV、AVM、C、AF、AB、ABT、ST、MT、SBR、AVD

▎Mixing Machine：BR、BS、BT、BU、BV

▎Dryer：AHC、AHT、AHD、AHE、AHB

▎Equipment：SB、SC、SL、SE、AC、AN
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Temperature &
Metal Detection

The material needs to be cut into an appropriate size before throwing, then the material will easily enter
the crushing room smoothly. We add magnet bar to avoid steel mixing into granulated material;
meantime, during the processes of granulating, we offer dust separator to collect dust. For the blunt
blades, we offer blade grinding machine to make blunt blades get sharp again after grinding.

Plastic Molding Ancillary Equipment

▎Heat And Cold Exchanger：AEO、AEW、AEL

▎Metal Detection：DLS、DLH、CAD、CAM、M

▎Powder Dust Collection：AS、ASC、ASD、SP、SF、SFD、SFA、SPC、SPS

▎Auxiliary Accessories：AP、AU、AJ、SBR、ARS、RFA

Shuttle Carriage Style

Robotic Arm System

Retractable Forklift Style
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Automatic Storaging
System & Robotic Arm System

Automatic Storage system is designed by automatic access method for auto-entry and exit;
reduce labor for transporting items. Refer to following classification to source a high efficiency
automatic storage system to improve the management issue.
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Belt Type

Automated Guided Vehicle(AGV)

Gargage Sorting & Rapid
Organic Fertilization System

Enviornmental pollution has been a global issue in regards to large amounts of unclassified and
disposable garbage. Pulian offers a variety types of recycling system.Kitchen waste, excrement of
agriculture, forestry, fishery & animal husbandry causes bacteria which is a threat to our health. We
have developed a vast veriety of different types of enzymes for biological rapid fertilization
system.We turn these potencially harmful wastes into valuable, eco-friendly fertilizer to achieve
eco-regeneration recycling waste management.

Gargage Sorting & Rapid Organic Fertilization System

Automatic Storaging System & Robotic Arm System

▎Construction：Trolley Shelf、Container Structure Shelf、Pallet Shelf、Cantilever Shelf、Drive-Through Racking Shelf
▎Floor：High Layer- Above 12 M、Medium Layer-5~12M、Low Layer-Below 5M
▎Pallet Capacity：Small Capacity-Below 1000 pallets、Medium Capacity-1000~5000 pallets、Large Capacity-Above 5000 pallets
▎Access Method：Retractable Forklift Style、Belt Type、Shuttle Carriage Style、Robotic Arm System

▎Food Waste Rapid Organic Fertilization：Kitchen Waste Rapid Fertilization Machine、Kitchen Food Recycled System
▎Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery & Animal Husbandry Rapid Fertilization System：Dead Chicken、Duck、Beef、Pig
Rapid Fertilization Machine、Euthanasia Cat、Dog、Pig Crushing System、Animal Excrement Rapid Fertilization
Machine、Feather / Fir Grinding Machine、Septic Tank Rapid Fertilization Machine

▎The advantage of Automatic Storage System application：
1. Reduce the land area; Increase the height capacity of storage and area utilization percentage drastically
2. Increase the Possibility of warehouse auto-entry and exit to improve warehouse efficiency
3. Increase warehouse management to connect the broad variety of computer systems.
4. The conditions including darker area, toxic room, and micro thermal or special location are workable to
be applied by automated storage system.

Bovine / Pig Bone Crushing System

Driftwood Crushing System

Kitchen Waste Recycling System

Coffee Proportional Mixing Weighting System

Euthanasia Cat, Dog,
Pig Crushing System
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JW

Garbage Sorting

Biotechnology & Machine &
Products Food / Medical Machines
AG

GPR

B

AF

In the field of food equipment, Pulian develops different type of automatic equipments to meet up
requests from market. We pursue for the improvement of food manufacture and keep the taste of
food in original. By going through every discussion with client in person, we offer client the products
that satisfy them and help clients start up the new business.

HAO YUE Biotechnology / Biotechnology、Food、Medical Machine

▎HAO YUE BIOTECHNOLOGY：Healthy Sulforaphane、Broccoli buds extraction、Amethyst、Beauty Extraction、
Liver cherish extraction、Live water、Anti-ants、Easy Grow、Kitchen waste degradation factor

▎Biotechnology / Food、Medical Machine：JW、AG、GPR、B、AF、AV、C、CZ、AU、SF、Coffee Proportional Mixing
Weighting System、Automatic Storage System、SW、JWS-260、SB、SC、SL、SE、AC、AN

AV

Broccoli buds extraction

Amethyst

C

CZ

SL

SC

Beauty Extraction
SF

AU

JWS-260

Automatic Storage System

Slender Extraction

Easy Grow

Live water

Anti-ants

SW

SB

AN

AC
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Recycling
Recycling System
System &&
Customized
Customized Machines
Machines

Recycling wasted resources and turns it into higher value is always been the world trend
in this century. Among Pulian’s whole series of products, we design all series of recycling

普聯研發團隊在各項環保回收領域中，把所有回收物重新雕琢，讓我們眼中認為的垃圾，經過
equipment, includes PET bottle recycling, PP/PE film recycling, EPS Styrofoam
recycling, food waste recycling, water tank cleaning, spin dryer, wasted cable and wire
設計重塑更多可能性。資源再利用產生附加價值，達到永續經營的環保觀。

PCB Board Recycling

recycling, wasted battery recycling, confidential and disc granulator, PCB board
recycling, etc. We recycle back the material to achieve sustainable development.

EPS、EPP Recycling System

Recycling System / Customized Machines
▎PET Bottle Recycling System、PP、PE Bottle Recycling、Film Woven Bag Recycling、Cable Granulating & Copper Separating Recycling System、
Cable Separating System、PCB Board Recycling、EPS、EPP Recycling System、EPS Melting Recycling Machine、60 Gallon Barrel Crusher System、
PVC Pipe Crusher& Hydraulic Elevated Feeding System、PVC Soft Pipe Crusher& Nylon Separation System、PET Film Crusher and Storage System、
PET Film With Discharge Air Crusher、Hard disk Crusher& Dust Arrester& Waste Gas Collection System、Casino Chip Granulator System、High Security
Data Crushing System、Government Document Crushing System、Artificial kidney PC dialysis tube Recycling、Refrigerator Recycling AGG System、
Biodegradable PLA System、PET Re-crystallization、Plastic Recycling AZ System、Virgin Proportion System、Mobile & Tablet PC Granulating System、
PVB Recycling、Automatic Plastic Separating System、Solar Panel EVA Proportion System、Coffee Proportional Mixing Weighting System、
Automotive Car Fender Recycling、Kitchen Waste Crushing System、Blow Molding HDPE Barrel Recycling System、Acrylic LGP Recycling
System、PVC Granulating de-powder Machine、Core Recycling System、ABS Crushing Machine、Tape Crushing、Travel Case
Crushing、Glass Faceplate Recycling、Rubber Pulverizing System

60 Gallon Barrel Crusher System

PVC Soft Pipe Crusher &
Nylon Separation System

PET、PP、PE Bottle Recycling System

High Security Data
Crushing System

PVC Pipe Crusher& Hydraulic
Elevated Feeding System

Virgin Proportion System

PET Film Crusher and Storage System
PET Film With Discharge Air Crusher

Government Document
Crushing System

Mobile & Tablet PC
Granulating System

Film Woven Bag Recycling
PVB Recycling

Cable Granulating & Copper Separating
Recycling System

Cable Separating System

Casino Chip Granulator
System

EPS Melting Recycling
Machine

PET Re-crystallization

Travel Case Crushing

Hard disk Crusher& Dust Arrester& Waste Gas Collection System
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Refrigerator Recycling AGG System

Plastic Recycling AZ System

Japanese Specification
Machines and Equipments

All series products are able to be made in Japanese Specification. Moreover, we are
workable to offer Japanese Machinese in all aspects from order receving to shipping
process. Persistently carry through to the end is our responsibilty to provide integrity
service for Japan market.

Japanese Specification Machines and Equipments
▎Granulators：A、S、AR、AH、AHP、AT、AS

▎Shredders: AG

▎Conveyor Granulators: DNS-260V、DNS-350V

▎Japanese Daito Series: DNS250-1200、DNS350-1200、DNS400-1200

PS Recycling System

Core Recycling System

Automotive Car Fender Recycling

Ｓ

Kitchen Waste Crushing System

AHP

AS

A

Automatic Plastic Separating System

DNS-550

AR

Automotive Car Bumper Crusher&
Dust Separation& Weighting System

Coffee Proportional Mixing
Weighting System

Solar Panel EVA
Proportion System

AH

A-200

AG

DNS400-1200

DNS-350V

Rubber Pulverizing System

EPS Compressing Machine

DNS350-1200

HDPE Pipe Crushing System

AT-750

TAIWAN

Pulian International Enterprise Co., Ltd.

TEL : 886-4-25362656
FAX : 886-4-25365174
Emergency Cellphone : +886-910-332-635
E-mail : pulian@ms22.hinet.net
ADD : No.11, Ln. 318, Jiafeng Rd., Tanzi Dist., Taichung City 42741, Taiwan (R.O.C)
Taiwan Branch : HONOR RISE INT'L CO., LTD
JAPAN

Pulian International Enterprise Co., Ltd.

TEL : 08047665888
ZIP CODE : 574-0077
Cellphone : +81-8047665888
E-mail : info@pulian.co.jp
ADD : 4-19-8, Sanga, Daito-shi, Osaka, 574-0077, Japan
CHINA

Pulian Automation Equipment Co., Ltd.

TEL : +86-76982759262-3
FAX : +86-76982759261
Cellphone : +86-15118361911
E-mail : 2537587105@QQ.com
ADD : NO.1 BuildingB, Xinhe Industrial, Xiaobian community, Zhen’an Road No. 162,
Chang An Dong guan China.
VIETNAM

Pulian International VietNam Company Limited.

TEL : +8428-668 17170
Cellphone : +84908 909 442
E-mail : pulian@ms22.hinet.net
ADD : 59 Huong Lo 2 St., Binh Tri Dong Ward , Binh Tan Dist Ho Chi Minh city
INDIA

Pulian India office

TEL : +91 22 25606065
Cellphone : +91 9820096065 ; +886 0910332635
E-mail : pulian@ms22.hinet.net
ADD : 332,Gala Complex,Deen Dayal Upadhyay Marg, Mulund(west)Mumbai-400080

www.pulian.com

